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Countries such as South Korea that have long-standing partnerships with both the US and China – particularly on the economic and security fronts – are now taking a more flexible approach to these ...
South Korean foreign policy innovation amid Sino-US rivalry
Orange Democratic Movement (ODM) leader Raila Odinga faces a tough political battle amid increasing isolation by allies and rivalry within his party ahead of 2022.
Kenya: Pushed to a Corner By Allies, Odinga Faces Tough Political Test
The Cold War, largely dominated by the Washington-Moscow rivalry that gave ... the notion of any formal alliance, they have intensified economic, military and political cooperation at an ...
Russia Says Its Ties to China Are Now Closer Than Any Cold War Military Alliance
German Chancellor Angela Merkel arrived yesterday for talks in Washington amid signs of deepening divisions between the major imperialist powers.
French neofascist candidate Le Pen denounces Franco-German alliance
Yoon Seok-youl, a former top prosecutor, and young opposition leader Lee Jun-seok are among conservatives criticising Beijing ahead of South Korea’s 2022 election. It’s drawn a response from China’s ...
South Korean politicians dial up attacks on Moon Jae-in’s US-China balancing act, sparking response from Chinese envoy
The solution came in the form of an alliance between globally integrated corporate capital ... we need look no further than the fact that no neofascist political formation has actually imposed ...
Why Neoliberalism Needs Neofascists
There is also political convergence between the four ... and counter the rising leadership profile of Brazil. The rivalry of the new alliance with Mercosur was let out by President Calderon ...
The Pacific Alliance, yet another bloc in Latin America
In the past Nakuru, home to renowned leaders, has produced firebrand politicians who often rattled the powers that be. When Kenya's first President Jomo Kenyatta formed the government in 1963, he ...
Kenya: Nakuru, Bedrock of Kenyan Politics, Likely to Play Big Role in 2022
Former Ivorian President Laurent Gbagbo attends a mass at Saint Paul’s Cathedral in Abidjan, Cote d’Ivoire, June 20, 2021 (AP Leo Correa). After being away for a decade while on trial for crimes ...
Gbagbo’s Return to Cote d’Ivoire Isn’t Healing Any Rifts Yet
The US was also not bothered with the implications of the Sino-Pak military alliance providing a great ... been a vital fulcrum of international politics in the historical past.
South Asia in India's focus (Column: Spy's Eye)
DUBAI, July 5 (Reuters) - Rare public disagreement between the United Arab Emirates and Saudi Arabia over OPEC policy points to a growing economic rivalry ... The alliance between the young ...
Analysis: OPEC disagreement lays bare growing UAE-Saudi economic rivalry
The US is finalizing plans to shrink its global constellation of military bases and shift war-making resources to the Far East, where Washington thin ...
US military drawdown in Middle East is for real
Rare public disagreement between the United Arab Emirates and Saudi Arabia over OPEC policy points to a growing economic rivalry between ... Saudi National Bank. The alliance between the young ...
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